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Heat entrepreneurship in Finland

Small scale rural businesses

Started in the early 1990’s

Currently 300 heating plants owned by 150 
entrepreneurs/enterprises

Total turnover 9MEUR/a

Total heat power 150 MW

Produced energy 350 000 MWh/a
Use of biofuels 510 000 loose-m3/a
Woodchips, pellets, brikets, peat

Scale 500 kW-2500kW
Heating units based on heat entrepreneurship 
in 2004



Development trend
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Cost structure and turnover

Cost structure:

Capital costs 1/3, fuel costs 1/3, maintenance, electricity, 
management, salaries 1/3
Share of fuel costs likely to rise in future

An example of turnover: 500 kW Solid fuel boiler

Fuel Woodchips
Amount of produced heat/a 1200 MWh
Annual fuel consumption 1900 m³ (loose)
Heated building volume 27 000 m³
Length of the network 400 m
Investment costs of the plant 267 000 € + VAT

Business volume:

Total price of the heat 48 €/ MWh, containing
28 € heat production + maintenance work
20 € capital costs

Annual business volume 48 € * 1200 MWh = 57 600 €
Energiateollisuus ry

32,917,7Heavy oil

58,626,7Light oil

12/20066/1999

Consumer prices 
€/MWh (incl. VAT)

32,917,7Heavy oil

58,626,7Light oil

12/20066/1999

Consumer prices 
€/MWh (incl. VAT)

Rising prices of fuel oil:



Heat pricing mechanisms

Principles: cost-correlative, transparent, equal for different customers, stable, simple

Pricing mechanisms: price of fuel oil, selection of fuels, indexes

The average price in 2004 was 28,9 €/MWh (in cases where municipality owned the 
heating plants)
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Heat energy business models

Heat energy business model is a model for

a) organising, and
b) defining of responsibilities and ownerships 

between all stakeholders involved, such as sellers and buyers of
the service, subcontractors and fuel producers.

Business models for heat entrepreneurship

Investment by customer
Investment by entrepreneur
Large company/network model
ESCO (Energy Service Company)
Franchising model
Supply of heat containers (ready-to-use)



Investments

Impact of risk to business and investments

Heavy investments mean also economically significant risks

People usually are willing to avoid risks

In starting phase of heat entrepreneurship (early 90’s), the investments were 
often made by the customer (usually municipality), which meant reduced risk for 
the entrepreneur

Positive experiences have changed the situation: nowadays entrepreneurs are 
also investing in the heating units and taking the risk of the whole business



Investments

Tying-up of capital

The greater investments related to the use of alternative fuels tie up capital for 
longer time periods

The investment decision is very much dependent on the entrepreneur’s resources

Profits will be gained after some non-profit years

Therefore, entrepreneurs must be patient and persistent

In theory: greater investments should also result in better profits (the economy of 
scale)



Investment by customer

Municipality or other customer (e.g. industrial enterprise) invests in the 
heating plant and energy entrepreneurs take care of the fuel supply and 
technical maintenance work

Municipality, as an investor of the plant, has the main economic risk

In small heating plants, entrepreneurs are typically part-time

Entrepreneur’s risk is limited to the own business activity and complying with the 
contract rules

Entrepreneur can organise fuel supply in a most efficient way (e.g. 
subcontracting or sawmills)

Often also mixed responsibilities, or limits to entrepreneurs decision-making, 
which may also cause some confusions



Investment by entrepreneur

An entrepreneur or a group of entrepreneurs invests in and owns a heating 
plant and also takes care of the management, fuel supply and maintenance 
work

Entrepreneur sells heat energy for the customer as a comprehensive service and the 
price for the heat is set in relation to the energy unit (€/MWh)

Heat price consists of connection, basic and user charges

Entrepreneur has the risks of operation, such as economic and technical risks (e.g. 
rise of interest rate)

Entrepreneur is then also independent in business related decision-making as long 
as heat is provided according to contract

For the customer, that is usually the municipality, privatization is an option to reduce 
governmental overload and focus on key tasks (in industries those are the main 
productions/services)



Investment by entrepreneur

For the entrepreneur, the risk is bigger and investment ties up capital, but also 
better profits are available

Responsibilities are well-defined between customer and entrepreneur

In larger scale, it is also possible for entrepreneur to use subcontractors

However, the general rule of thumb is:

The more the entrepreneur can take care of fuel-supply and heating work, the better 
are the profits



Large scale enterprise: a network model

Large company can organise heat production in two different ways:

Company invests in and owns the heating plant and takes care of heat 
production

Customer invest in and owns the heating plant but the company takes care 
of heat production

In both options, it is typical that large company will deliver is tasks to 
subcontractors; tasks like chipping and boiler maintenance

Large company takes the risks of investments but shares the production 
risks with subcontractors and pays them for their services

Usually unit sizes are large in these kind of operations



Large scale enterprise: a network model

Strengths: large unit sizes and experience 
in heat production, better risk taking 
capacity when compared to smaller actors

Also from customer’s point of view, the 
security of heat supply is a strength

For smaller enterprises being part of the 
larger network is a benefit

On the other hand, any extra participant 
between the service provider and customer, 
will reduce the business profit

Large company may also get fuel outside 
the region, which reduces local/regional 
development benefits

Source: Alakangas, E, VTT



ESCO (Energy Service Company)

ESCO investment

Paying-back period

Time

Payment for ESCO

Energy costs Savings

Costs

Motiva ESCO Service: www.motiva.fi

Background in energy saving operations

In the original ESCO concept, company (from outside) provides services and 
investments for a customer to reduce the energy consumption.

The company improves energy efficiency, and operations are paid back with the 
savings of reduced energy costs.

ESCOs are also known as:

Third party financing (TPF), and 

Energy Performance Contracting (EPC)



ESCO (Energy Service Company)

In heat production: 
The company invests in heat production equipment and customer pays the same 
price as before the investment. The heat produced with a new (wood fuel based) 
system is cheaper than in older (fossil fuel) system.

after the company/entrepreneur has got the investment back, customer gets the 
ownership of the equipment and also lower heating costs



ESCO (Energy Service Company)

This model is suitable for customers who are willing to keep the ownership 
of heat production equipment, but who do not have resources for the large 
investments

For the entrepreneur, who has experience on profitability calculations, and 
also resources to make investments, the ESCO concept may be a good 
option

However, this concept requires very good basis both on heat production 
techniques, and also on investment calculations. This model is quite 
difficult to apply in a small-scale

From the customer’s point of view:

Positive: small investment risk, steady heat price for agreed period and 
ownership of the equipment

Negative: long paying back periods



Franchising

Franchising is a business model, where two independent partners 
(franchisor and franchisee) have a contract

Franchiser has developed business model and concedes the rights to 
franchisee to use this model according to the franchise agreement

Franchisee operates according to the operational instructions, which are 
planned and looked after by franchisor

Franchisee pays to the franchisor for the rights to use developed business 
model / trademark



Franchising

In heat production, franchising could be organised in a following way:

Franchisor gives the trademark, business concept and operational
principles, and the entrepreneur (franchisee) would work for both himself 
and for the franchisor

In practice, franchisor would support franchisee in planning, investments, 
financing, contracts, maintenance, fuel supply and other practical issues

As a compensation, franchisee would pay for this support

For the entrepreneur franchising would provide professional support, 
economic reliability. In practice franchising would require full-time 
entrepreneurship 

Customer does not need to invest in heating plant, i.e. entrepreneur takes 
the risk of investments

At the moment this model is starting in Finland, and previously experiences 
are gained in organising the wood fuel supply in Austria



Supply of heat containers

Company provides ready-to-use 
heating unit for the customer

Company owns the unit and customer 
pays for the company on the basis of 
produced heat

Company takes care of the 
management and uses subcontracting 
in organising practical operations (e.g. 
fuel supply chains)

Subcontractors have an opportunity to 
purchase company’s shares

Problem may be that the heating unit 
does not fit in all cases

A heat container; this unit is not related to presented 
business model. ( Picture: Vapo Ltd.)



Applying the business models

Regional differences and conditions may set constraints for applying the 
business models

Legislation and other operational environment have differences (e.g. types 
of enterprises, available support)

On the other hand, supply-chains have the same ideology:

Objective is to organise the sustainable supply of renewable fuel as efficiently as 
possible

Business models are meant to raise new ideas and give new viewpoints to 
local, case-specific ways of action



Applying the business models
Things for entrepreneur to consider

What is the entrepreneur’s objective?

Full-time or part-time entrepreneurship?

The level of risks entrepreneur is ready to accept?

How much and for what time period entrepreneur is ready to tie-up capital in 
investments?

Objective creates the basis for entrepreneurship and business model that will be 
applied



Entrepreneur’s economic resources

Own capital

Financiers

Other business associates

Based on available finances, entrepreneur can look for business associates 
available in different business models (e.g. franchising or networks of large-
scale enterprise)

Human capital

Knowledge on cost-calculations, acquisitions and tendering, planning, contracts, 
available support, organising the fuel-supply, technology, equipment etc.

Skills in using equipment and machinery, organising the fuel supply in practice

Possibilities to improve knowledge and skills by training (by associates, 
franchisee or external trainers)

Applying the business models
Things for entrepreneur to consider



Physical / geographical restrictions

Available raw-material

Ownership of the resource
Quality of the raw-material
Conditions of harvesting
How to ensure cost-efficiency
Other available material flows, by-products

Available technology

Available technologies and their suitability in local conditions, e.g. harvesting, 
chipping and heat production equipment

Applying the business models
Things for entrepreneur to consider



Regional infrastructure

Transportation distances and infrastructure (roads, railroads, waters)

Ownerships and possible payments

Storage areas

Available associates, subcontractors and networks

Potential actors, their credibility, reliability and perseverance

After the whole production chain is considered, the entrepreneur can start 
establishing the business according to own objectives

Applying the business models
Things for entrepreneur to consider



Future of business models

In Finland, the trend is towards two different lines of development:

Large-scale units and companies

Small-scale entrepreneurships

The number of heat entrepreneurs has been constantly rising and new 
innovative, often case-specific, business solutions are created

Pellet entrepreneurs

Producers of gas and steam

Manufacturing of own heating plants

Networking, scale effects and better profitability



What does this development mean in local economy?

Direct, indirect and induced impacts

Employment and income

Multiplying in the local economy

Impacts in other businesses

Impact of households spending

Leakages outside from the local 
economic area (e.g. oil companies 
vs. local cooperatives)

Scale of the impacts?

1MW = 2 jobs

Supporting 
businesses

Employment

Regional income 
impacts, new 
investments

Rural development, 
economic 

diversification Local heat production based on 
renewables

Cooperation, 
knowledge 
exchange

Energy business, 
green marketing

Macro-economic 
impacts, security of 

energy supply

Supporting 
businesses

Employment

Regional income 
impacts, new 
investments

Rural development, 
economic 

diversification Local heat production based on 
renewables

Cooperation, 
knowledge 
exchange

Energy business, 
green marketing

Macro-economic 
impacts, security of 

energy supply

Icons: Sanna Lankinen 2002



System structure and local economic impact

Large units can benefit from the scale 
effect

Networking decreases costs and 
improves efficiency

Decentralized system or wood energy:

More local activities and employment 
opportunities

Local multiplier estimates:

In municipal level 1,5 - 2,0
Province level 2,0 - 2,5
Country-level 2,5 - 3,5

On the other hand, multipliers e.g. 
in tourism as high as 7,0 ->

Bernd Müller 2005



Supporting other businesses

Local development aspects

Wood energy development focuses on areas with high employment and need to 
diversify the local economy

Need to decrease the governmental overload of small municipalities

Support for other businesses:

Bio-fuel production

Boiler and technology manufacturing

Reduced energy costs -> indirect and induced impacts (industries, 
commerce and households)

Competition with forest industry?
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